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1 Introduction

Combustion processes close to walls represent an enormous challenge in combustion science and technology. Therefore, today’s research focuses on so-called Flame-Wall-Interactions (FWI) in order to understand and to model the thermo-chemical processes. Previous numerical and experimental investigations regarding flame wall interactions focused on completely premixed flames. However, modern engines typically do not operate with premixed mixtures, but operate in stratified flame regimes. This leads to the demand for investigations that are closer to reality which means that inhomogeneous mixtures need to be considered.

In order to study combustion systems numerically, the use of reduced kinetic models is useful to keep the computation time low and feasible for numerical integration. One type of these reduced kinetic models are manifold based reduced kinetic models \[1,2\] like flamelets based methodologies \[3\], the Flamelet Generated Manifold (FGM) \[4\], the flame prolongation of ILDM (FPI) \[5\], the ILDM \[6\] and the so-called Reaction-Diffusion-Manifold (REDIM) \[7\].

In this study, the REDIM method is applied. In previous works regarding flame-wall-interactions with the REDIM method \[8,9\], two-dimensional REDIMs for laminar flat and premixed flames of homogeneous mixtures were generated. In order to enable accurate reduced computations for practically relevant combustion regimes, an approach that allows the construction of a REDIM that is able to handle stratified flames with flame-wall-interactions is proposed in this work. It is possible to recapture those scenarios within the REDIM method, but here, a two-dimensional REDIM is not sufficient. This is due to the fact, that the thermo-chemical states of these flames are not always part of the same two-dimensional subspace, but they are part of higher-dimensional subspaces, especially for computations with different starting solutions (slight change in mixture compositions at the different locations in the computational domain). Therefore, the dimension must be increased and three-dimensional REDIMs are generated. An approach to construct these REDIMs is suggested and demonstrated in this work and different three-dimensional REDIMs are constructed and compared to each other afterwards.
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The REDIM method is a method to devise a reduced kinetic model that accounts for both chemical reaction and molecular transport. The reduction method is based on the assumption, that only the time scales of a few reactive and diffusive processes overlap and need to be accounted for. This defines the reduced model dimension \[7, 10, 11\].

Before the REDIM evolution equation can be solved, an initial guess as well as a gradient estimate need to be specified \[7\]. The initial guess for stratified flames with FWI is generated by merging several initial guesses for different homogeneous mixture compositions. Each of these initial guesses is constructed via detailed sample solutions of the model configuration. This model configuration has been studied in a number of previous works regarding FWI with the REDIM method \[8, 9, 12\]. A premixed methane/air flame travels towards a wall and extinguishes due to heat losses. The equivalence ratio \(\phi\) of the premixed gases is varied from \(\phi = 0.5\) to \(\phi = 2.0\). For the numerical treatment, the reacting flow solver INSFLA \[13\] is used to study the one-dimensional problem. For the modelling of the molecular diffusion, equal diffusivities and the assumption of unity Lewis-Number are assumed for simplicity. The use of more sophisticated transport models in the context of the REDIM is possible without any principle difficulties (see e.g. \[8, 9, 14\]).

The initial guesses of the two-dimensional REDIMs of different mixtures are parametrized with the specific enthalpy and the specific mole number of \(\text{CO}_2\) (see Fig. 1(b)). Afterwards, those two-dimensional initial guesses are combined, and a three-dimensional initial guess is built (see Fig. 1(b)). Due to the differing mixture compositions, the amount of \(N_2\) of the different initial guesses varies wherefore \(N_2\) can be taken as third parametrization variable.

The specification of a gradient estimate is comparable to the definition of a scalar dissipation rate of a flamelet generated manifold even if its influence is less than in the case of an FGM. Both the scalar dissipation rate as well as the gradient estimate are responsible for diffusive processes and therefore, the manifold should be able to recapture the relevant processes of the transport.

In this work, the gradient estimate is partly used from detailed sample solutions: a three-dimensional REDIM is generated and the gradient estimate of three different state variables that represent the coupling of chemical reaction and molecular diffusion of the combustion system need to be specified. For the specification of the heat loss at the wall and the progress of the chemical reaction, the gradient estimate of the specific enthalpy as well as the gradient estimate of the specific mole number of \(\text{CO}_2\) are used. Different from REDIMs for homogeneous mixtures, a gradient estimate that represents the mixing process needs to be specified. For this purpose, a gradient estimate of \(N_2\) is used, because the value of \(N_2\) changes for the different mixture compositions. The spatial gradient of the detailed sample solution of \(N_2\) is not suitable in this case because the detailed sample solutions were obtained with homogeneous mixtures and the gradient estimate would not represent the mixing between the different mixture compositions.

In order to find a representative value for the gradient estimate and to provide a solution, counterflow calculations that represent the mixing of a stoichiometric mixture and a mixture with \(\phi = 0.75\) are performed for strain rates \(a = \sqrt{J/\rho}\) of a wide range to cover cases which might occur in practical applications \((95s^{-1} - 950s^{-1})\) with the tangential pressure gradient \(J = 1/r\partial p/\partial r\) \[15\] (see exemplarily Fig. 1(a) with the strain rate \(a \approx 10^4s^{-1}\)). It is figured out, that the magnitude of the value of the spatial gradient of \(N_2\) is nearly the same or even very similar as the one of \(\text{CO}_2\). Therefore, by using this similarity, the gradient estimate

\[
\frac{\partial N_2}{\partial x} = -\frac{\partial \text{CO}_2}{\partial x}
\]

is used for the third dimension.

As it was mentioned above, in order to investigate the system in more detail and to reduce the computational
Table 1: Generation of the different gradient estimates. Stars * indicate that the gradient estimate was generated by detailed sample solutions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$\phi = 0.5$</th>
<th>$\phi = 0.75$</th>
<th>$\phi = 1.0$</th>
<th>$\phi = 1.25$</th>
<th>$\phi = 1.5$</th>
<th>$\phi = 1.75$</th>
<th>$\phi = 2.0$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>REDIM_1</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REDIM_2</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>interpolated</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>interpolated</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>interpolated</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REDIM_3</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>interpolated</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>interpolated</td>
<td>interpolated</td>
<td>interpolated</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Effort before the generation of the REDIM, the gradient estimates of some layers are not taken from the detailed sample solution of the specific mixture compositions, but they are linearly interpolated by the gradient estimates of other mixture composition (see Tab. 1). In this way, for example the gradient estimate of $\phi = 0.75$ for REDIM_2 is generated by interpolating it with the grids of $\phi = 0.5$ and $\phi = 1.0$. Therefore, three REDIMs (REDIM_1, REDIM_2 and REDIM_3) with differing gradient estimates are generated, starting from the same initial guess.

For the validation of the REDIMs with gradient estimates of different levels of detail, an additional REDIM with a varied number of grid points is generated. This REDIM (REDIM_4) is generated with half of the number of grid points in every direction and a detailed gradient estimate. Therefore, this REDIM serves as reference value for the occurring error that is caused using the interpolated gradient estimate in REDIM_2 and REDIM_3 because with this REDIM, the error occurring due to the discretization of the REDIMs can be quantified.

The REDIM evolution equation is applied for the different meshes. At the boundaries of the REDIM, that do not correspond to boundaries in physical space, boundary conditions that allow the REDIM to evolve are applied [16]. At boundaries of the REDIM, that correspond to boundaries in physical space, Dirichlet boundary conditions are used. In the following, the different REDIMs are compared to each other.

### 3 Comparison of the different REDIMs

For the comparison of the different REDIMs, the states of the REDIMs at the grid points are investigated where the differences between the manifolds are measured by

$$
\delta = \left\| P_1 \cdot (\Psi_{\text{REDIM}_i} - \Psi_{\text{REDIM}_j}) \right\|
$$

where $\Psi$ is the state vector, $P_1 = (\Psi^T_{\theta} \cdot S \cdot \Psi_{\theta})^{-1} \cdot \Psi^T_{\theta} \cdot S$ is the local projection onto the normal space of REDIM_1, $\left\| \cdot \right\|$ is the euclidean norm and $i = 2, \ldots, 4$. Here, $\Psi_{\theta}$ is the matrix of partial derivatives of $\Psi$ with respect to the generalized coordinates $\theta$ that spans the tangential subspace of the REDIM.

In order to overcome problems with different scales of the thermokinetic variables, the projection operator $P_1$ is scaled with the diagonal scaling matrix $S = \text{diag}(10^{-12}, 10^{-12}, 1, \ldots, 1)$ to scale the enthalpy and pressure to values of the order 1. For the computation of $\delta$ for REDIM_4, only the grid points of REDIM_1 that correspond to the ones of REDIM_4 are used (half of the grid points in each direction are dropped).

In this way, the distance $\delta$ is nondimensionalized and the differences of enthalpy $h$, pressure $p$ and the species can be summed up. Thus, the vector between the grid points of the two REDIMs is projected at any grid point onto the normal subspace of the manifold and the distance $\delta$ is then given by the norm of this projection.

Figure [ICDERS] shows the normed distances of REDIM_1 and REDIM_2 as well as the normed distances of
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Figure 1: Spatial gradients of CO$_2$ and N$_2$, meshes for the generation of the three-dimensional initial guesses and normed distance $\delta$ between the states of two different layers of the REDIMs.

(a) Spatial gradients of the specific mole number of N$_2$ (dashed line) and CO$_2$ (solid line) of the counterflow configuration for the strain rate $\alpha \approx 104\, s^{-1}$ with different air-fuel-ratios.

(b) Two-dimensional initial meshes for the different air-fuel ratios (black) and the three-dimensional initial mesh of REDIM$_1$, REDIM$_2$ and REDIM$_3$ (grey; only the boundary cell faces are illustrated for brevity).

(c) Normed distances $\delta$ between the states of two different layers of (a) REDIM$_1$ and REDIM$_2$ and (b) REDIM$_1$ and REDIM$_3$; only the layers with the largest distance are shown for brevity.

(d) Normed distances $\delta$ between the states of two different layers of REDIM$_1$ and REDIM$_4$.

REDIM$_1$ and REDIM$_3$ at all grid points. For a better clarity, only the layers of the largest distance in every case is illustrated. As one may expect, layers that were interpolated show the largest distances $\delta$, namely the layer of $\phi = 1.25$. For all other layers except the layer of $\phi = 1.5$ of REDIM$_3$, the distance is approximately one fifth or less than the illustrated ones. Moreover, it can be observed, that the distances for REDIM$_2$ and REDIM$_3$ compared to REDIM$_1$ are nearly the same although the gradient estimate of REDIM$_3$ is coarser than the one of REDIM$_2$. Figure 1(d) shows the normed distances of REDIM$_1$ and REDIM$_4$ at all grid points of REDIM$_4$ for the
layer of $\phi = 1.25$. It can be observed, that the maximum distances for this layer are smaller than the maximum distances of REDIM$_2$ and REDIM$_3$. In the case depicted in Fig. 1(d) the distances of most layers which are not illustrated are of the same magnitude or partly on the REDIM even higher than the illustrated one.

Figure 2 shows the overall grid points averaged distance $\bar{\delta}$ of the states, the source term and the diffusive terms. Therefore, Eq. 2 is applied for the source term as well as for the diffusive term $D \cdot \Psi_{\theta}$ which is computed during the REDIM integration [7]. The averaged distance of the states of REDIM$_2$ is less than the averaged distance of the states of REDIM$_4$. The averaged distance of the states of REDIM$_3$ is of the same magnitude than the averaged distance of the states of REDIM$_4$. The distances are relatively small compared to the actual values of the states. Therefore, here the relative errors are very small. The same trend can be observed for the normed and overall grid points averaged distance of the source term as well as for the diffusion terms which are responsible for the system dynamic of the combustion process. This means, that the occurring error due to a rough gradient estimate is of an acceptable magnitude, namely the same or even less than the occurring error due to discretization. Therefore, the use of REDIM$_2$ or REDIM$_3$ instead of REDIM$_1$ or REDIM$_4$ with the exact gradient estimate seems to be reasonable because the occurring error during reduced computations is of the same magnitude.

Although this low dependence on the gradient estimate was shown in particular for the REDIM method, it has also consequences for other reduction methods or analyses of reacting flows, which are in accordance with finding from correlation analyses of DNS data: The actually accessed thermokinetic states in a reacting flow depend only slightly on the local gradients.

5 Conclusion

In this work, the REDIM method was applied to the thermokinetic state of stratified flames with flame-wall-interactions. Therefore, different strategies were suggested, implemented and verified. The initial guesses were generated by merging several initial guesses for different mixture compositions. According to the mixing between the different mixture compositions, the gradient estimate of $N_2$ is changed compared to the gradient estimates for the other dimensions. In order to verify the approach, two further gradient estimates which were interpolated are analyzed and compared to a REDIM with a course grid. In these cases, not all the detailed computations of the combustion system for each mixture composition are necessary. It was figured out, that the REDIMs with only rough gradient estimate are very similar to the REDIM with a detailed gradient estimate, there are only slight differences between the REDIMs which are in the same magnitude than the differences between the fine and course grid and detailed gradient estimate. These differences can be neglected, especially in turbulent combustion regimes.

While the result of a weak dependence of the low dimensional manifolds on the local gradients was shown
in particular for the REDIM method, it has also consequences for other reduction methods or analyses of reacting flows: It shows, that the actually accessed thermokinetic states in a reacting flow depend only weakly on the local gradients. This is a result, which is in accordance with finding from correlation analyses of DNS data.
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